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by Jane Hallender
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here are several good reasons why klcking techniques are so popular. Kicks give you more power,
penetration and distance covering capabilities. Plus,
kicks are just plain difficult to counter attack.
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Successful kick defense requires that you be faster
than your opponent, and that you be able to stop
the kick's power before it gets to your body -- not an
easy task.
Jin Pal Kim, a ninth degree hapkido black belt instructor
who teaches in Westminster, California, has made defense
against a kick an art in itself. Although most people think of
hapkido as a joint locking and throwing fighting style, Kim
prides himself on his expertise wlth kicks and kick defenses.
Kim, a disciple of Ji Han Jea, one of hapkido's greatest
teachers, was also a top martial arts movie star in Hon
Kong during the 1970s. He starred in seven Hong Kong films
and taught hapkido to many Hong Kong kung fu actors, including Jackie Chan, Samo Hung and Angela Mao.
Kim likes to kick, and he likes to defend against a kick
with his legs, rather than his hands.
"Since kicks themselves are powerful, use something
equally as powerful to counter and stop the kick - your own
leg." says Kim.
He relates kick defenses to being like catching a ball. You
follow the momentum then make the catch. It's the same
with stopping a kick with your leg. Move with the direction
of the kick, then snag stop with leg techniques. Trying to
catch a high kick wlth your leg can easily put you off
balance. He has other ways to stop high kicks.
You can also do more damage to your attacker, should
the need arise, by stopping their kick with your leg. For
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"...You can also do more damage to
your attacker, should the need arise,
by stopping their kick with your leg.
For instance, if the opponent tries a
roundhouse and you hook it wlth
your leg, the opponent will fall
forward on his face."
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Kim drops down to a kneeling postion and grabs his opponent's
Then he twists the entire lower leg, causi
front klcking leg (I).
paln in the knee joint. To avoid the pain the oppnent allows himsp~
to be thrown forward (2)on to his face

I""
(1)Kim steps into the opponent's kicking area, (2)
grabs the kicking leg, (3) and throws the opponent on
his back with a sweep

instance, if the opponent tries a
roundhouse and you hook it wlth
your leg, t h e opponent will fall
forward on his face. If you catch that
same roundhouse with your hand,
your opponent usually falls backward.
Falling face down will cause the
greatest damage. The technique you
use should depend partly on whether
the self defense is life threatening or
not.
According to Kim, there are three
basic Judgments to choose from when
stopping a kick. First, you can use
direct self defense, such as a joint lock
or jamming technique. In this case
you do not change your position.
Second, you may move back or to
t h e side, r e m o v i n g t h e t a r g e t ,
yourself, from the klck's line of fire.
This is the simplest defense. However,
you had better have a backup plan for
your next move, since your opponent
probably won't stop with missing a
kick.
Third and often most effective,
you can move forward, stopping the

kick's power by shortening t h e
distance between you and your
opponent. Once the kick is launched
the kicker is committed to a certain
amount of power unleashed over a
specific distance. If you shorten that
distance, you can cut the power in
half, neutralizing the force of the
kick. Kim likes to follow this tactic
with a takedown while the kicker is
off balance.
Which course you take depends on
how much damage you want to do to
your attacker. The second method of
stepping aside won't affect your
attacker at all. Use it when you don't
want to hurt your opponent and
when you have an easy avenue of
escape available.
The first and third methods can
cause injury to the opponent if you
want. They are the Judgments to
make in a self defense situation where
you don't want the assailant coming
after you. Of course, if you don't want
to injure the attacker, just stop him,
thin the first joint lock tactic works

well. If you're o n a slippery street
where it is safer to use your hands
only, take the third course.
Kim emphasizes that defenders
should think about their own welfare.
If you stop a kick with your hand,
you could break your hand doing it.
However, if you stop the kick with a
klck of your own, you could break the
kicker's leg. Which is more important
depends on the situation.
Kim has several different ways to
defend against kicks. The simplest is
to lift your knee into the kicker's leg
as they start their kick. This crams the
kick, leaving no room for it.
A good defense against a side klck
or hook klck is a front or back throw.
You will cause more damage wlth a
front throw that has the opponent
landing face down. Kim steps close
inside the oncoming kick and sweeps
the kicker's supporting leg, upsetting
their balance. Then he throws him
over his hip. The direction he wants
the opponent to fall depends on his
sweep. If he wants t h e m t o fall
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Above Kim drops to a kneeling position and caches the kicking leg in the
hook of his own arm (1)Then he twists the opponent's knee sending him
crashing to the ground. (2)
-
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forward, he sweeps them from front
to rear.
He can use the same technique,
w i t h o u t t h e h i p t h r o w , for a
J roundhouse klck. This time, Kim
grabs the kicking leg and executes a
- hind sweep that completely removes
- the kicker's balance, sending him
crashing to the floor.
For front snap kicks, Kim uses a
: joint lock, twisting the kicker's knee
and taking him down. If he's quick
_ enough Kim can shift t o the side,
dropping into a kneeling position,
and catch the front kick in both
; hands. From there he twists the entire
!-leg below the knee, causing the kicker
to fly forward on to his face.
Sometimes w h e n Kim sees his
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Cim steps in, shorteningthe distance between himself
lnd the opponent and catches the kicking leg (1).Then
he sweeps the opponent's stationary leg backward,
iending him flying over Kim's shoulder (2).

opponent start to initiate a kick he
will quickly close the distance, strike
the kicker with his shoulder and
throw him forward over the shoulder.
That may be the most surprising klck
defense in Kim's bag of tricks. No one
expects to be rushed like a football
tackle when launching a kick
He stops roundhouse kicks with a
technique called a dragon tall kick. As
the roundhouse comes toward him,
Kim turns as if he were going t o
throw a 'spinning rear kick. Instead
he hooks the kicker's leg with his
own, stopping the kick. From there
Kim can pull him off balance or take
him straight down in a painful knee
lock.
Kim applies o n e of hapkldo's

primary principles to the dragon tail
klck. It's called the water theory,
moaning that self defense,like water,
is circular, always coming back to its
point of origin. In this case he uses
the opponent's power against the
opponent by circling the kicking leg,
stopping the kick, then redirecting
the power in another direction.
Whichever technique you use,
remember that you must always be
faster than your opponent. Speed also
means t h e ability t o make quick
decisions a n d implement them
equally as fast. If you have enough
training wlth a good teacher you
should find defending against a klck
n o more difficult t h a n against a
punch.

m demonstrates the dragon tail counter kiclc. (1)First he catches the opponent's kicking leg with his own defensive kick. (2) Then he drops
~wnon the opponent's leg, taking the opponent down.
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